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Good morning, sisters and brothers, distinguished guests and officers of the 

Coalition of Black Trade Unionists. Thank you for that warm reception. You 

make a brother feel good at the start of what I hope will be a “transforming 

experience” for you over the next few days. 

Let me also give a shout out to our host city – Chicago – and to our host 

chapter – the Chicago CBTU Chapter, led – as usual – by the great Bob 

Simpson, one of the pillars of this organization. 

Bob has been on the mend recently. So we definitely appreciate everything that 

he and the other chapter leaders and members have done to help us have a 

successful convention. 

Rumor has it that Bob‟s got an A-list of barbecue joints. Well, I know there are 

some barbecue-eating folks – including me – who are gonna be pressing you, 

Bob, to give up the list. 

                         *                                  *                                * 

Before I begin my report, I want to say a few words about how special this city 

is in CBTU‟s history. It is our birthplace. The place where a new, independent, 

bodacious organization sprung to life 44 years ago to speak for millions of 

black workers in unions across America.  

Chicago will always be the mecca we return to, to refocus on our founding 

mission. Bill Lucy, I can hear the booming voice of the late great Charlie Hayes, 

calling to order that first historic conference at the LaSalle Hotel. 

Then in 1983, CBTU – led by and inspired by Charlie‟s tireless effort – helped 

beat the political odds-makers and elected the Chicago‟s first black mayor, 

Harold Washington.  
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In 1984 and again in 1988, CBTU was at the side of the Rev. Jesse Jackson when he 

launched his presidential campaigns here in Chicago. Those campaigns 

galvanized millions of black voters and ushered in a new generation of political 

operatives and activists. They also laid the groundwork for Barack Obama‟s 

historic run for the White House twenty years later. 

It was here, in Chicago, in this very same ballroom in 2007, that a young 

senator from Illinois spoke to a packed CBTU convention. Barack Obama 

thanked CBTU for our early support and vowed to be a friend of working men 

and women once he got to the White House. 

So you see, we‟ve got plenty good reasons to come back to Chicago. We shaped 

history here. 

                      *                        *                                * 

As much joy as I get from talking about CBTU‟s glorious legacy in Chicago, my 

heart is heavy – tempered by the loss of CBTU members who transitioned this 

past year. 

We share the grief of their loved ones. We, too, miss their smiles, their 

friendship and wisdom. And we will always cherish their loyalty and 

contributions to CBTU through the years. 

 

I need to take a moment, though, to recall two CBTU champions: Vernon 

Watkins and Carol Anderson. The memories are so vivid and the loss still so 

fresh when I think about Vernon and Carol, two key behind-the-scenes 

members of our CBTU family. 
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Vernon, who passed away in early March, was there with CBTU from the get-

go. In those early days especially, if you saw President Bill Lucy at a convention 

or an important political meeting, Vernon was probably somewhere nearby, 

trying to shield Bill from admirers as well as hustlers; putting fires out; 

gathering information to share with Bill later. 

He served 17 years as Bill‟s executive assistant at AFSCME, after building a 

remarkable resume as a visionary organizer. As AFSCME‟s statewide director in 

California, Vernon practically built the union in that state. He was a trailblazer 

who played a key role in winning pay equity from nearly 4,000 low-wage Los 

Angeles city workers, most of them women. 

Vernon was a mentor to me and many others around the country. Long before I 

was chosen to lead CBTU, he would pull me aside and give me his take on a 

particular situation, or he‟d offer me advice on how to deal with politicians. 

But the funny thing is, Vernon usually walked away from these intense 

conversations smiling, because he knew that half of whatever he said you 

couldn‟t decode it anyway. 

Carol Anderson…Carol, simply, was a jewel living in black skin. In an era of 

grand diva drama, Carol brought a low-key vibe to her work as one of the best 

educators in the labor movement. 

Over the years, her role in CBTU evolved from doing a workshop or two at our 

conventions or regional meetings to playing a lead role in developing our 

Strategic Initiative Project. This program was launched four years ago to 

engage more CBTU members at level in charting the future of this 

organization. 
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More recently, Carol visited CBTU chapters to help them identify 

opportunities and resources to recruit more activists. She possessed that unique 

blend of strategic purpose, common sense and charm to get folks working 

together. 

 Carol‟s strength and her weakness was she couldn‟t say no.  

 She was an executive board member of the DC chapter of CBTU. 

 She was on the CBTU National Women‟s Committee. 

 She served as president of the DC Metro CLUW Chapter for six years. 

 

Carol capped off her amazing career as the associate director AFSCME‟s 

Education Department. She had been retired 5 months when the angels came to 

take her home. 

Both Carol and Vernon touched so many lives in the movement and beyond. 

They are irreplaceable. They will be missed but never forgotten. Let‟s lift them 

and our other deceased brothers and sisters in praise and appreciation with a 

moment of silence.  

Amen. 

         *                                *                                   * 

This occasion that brings us together has taken on greater urgency against the 

backdrop of Black bodies piling up on television, angry marchers in the streets, 

and a criminal justice system that repeatedly, even deliberately, fails to produce 

justice. This tense picture is framed by the upcoming 2016 elections and 

competing visions of America‟s future. 

When I look at the circus of Republicans competing to replace Barack Obama 

in the White House, I see a bunch of pitiful clowns who make ugly appeals to 
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conservative voters, while stoking the fire of hate and prejudice that‟s burning 

down America‟s house. 

If I closed my eyes, I‟d swear President Obama was running again on the 

Democratic ticket with the Clintons.  See, in one breath, Rubio attacks Hillary. 

In another breath, Huckabee blames Obama for killing liberty. Then Dr. Ben 

Carson, the GOP‟s colored “hit man,” hurls an insult at the President, calling 

him a “psychopath.” 

Yes, he really did go there. But it‟s cool. To paraphrase Jay-Z: “Obama‟s got 99 

problems and Ben Carson sure ain‟t one.” (brush off your shoulders) 

Let the haters hate. But facts and history are on the President‟s side: 

 The economy is coming back to life 

 The unemployment rate has dropped nearly in half since 2009 

 The black jobless rate is in single digits now for the first time since 

President Obama took office in 2009. 

 Better yet, between 2013 and 2014, more than 500,000 African Americans 

found full-time jobs. 

 

And oh, there‟s this called “Obamacare.” Well, the ranks of the uninsured have 

been cut by a third, and more than 16 million more Americans have health care 

coverage and a little more peace of mind.  

 

Thank you, Mr. President, for your blessed leadership. 

Should we be proud? Yes. But satisfied? No. We‟ve still have got a long uphill 

climb ahead of us. I‟m sure nobody in this room is jumping for joy. 
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Housing is less affordable. Paychecks are still too thin and way too many people 

of color are incarcerated, wasting their lives and taxpayers‟ money. 

 

             *                                 *                                   * 

 

When Freddy Gray died last month in Baltimore from severely broken bones in 

his spine while in police custody, his death riveted America‟s attention on bias 

policing and the exploding prison crisis.  

 Today, the United States has 5 percent of the world‟s population, but 

nearly 25 percent of all its prisoners.  

 In fact, one in every 35 Americans is incarcerated, in one form or another 

– either in prison or jail or on parole or probation. 

Let that sobering statistic soak in:  one in every 35 citizens is caught up in the 

American criminal justice system. 

 

And when you break it down by race, the picture looks a whole lot worse. 

 While one in every 106 white males 18 or older is incarcerated, 1 in 15 

black males over 18 is locked up somewhere on any given day. 

 

That‟s somebody‟s son. 

Somebody‟s father or uncle. 

Somebody‟s boyfriend or husband. 

The sad truth is there‟s always a cage waiting for the next black body. 

I‟m sure some of you have been touched in some way by the “lock „em up” 

mentality created by the failed war on drugs. The only winner is the prison 

industrial complex that rakes in at least $15 BILLION DOLLARS per year.  
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Finally, more and more public officials – liberals and conservatives, 

Democrats and Republicans, black and white and brown people – are 

demanding real prison reform. They realize we are wasting trillions of 

dollars on an ineffective and unjust system. 

 

CBTU must and will be much more visible and active in helping America 

break its addiction to incarceration. And we reject the false distinction 

between prisons and immigrant detention centers. Both profit from caging 

people of color, while keeping our justice movements separate and weaker. 

 

We must keep our people and our tax dollars out of jails, prisons and 

detention centers. We must say loud and clear: 

EDUCATE DON‟T INCARCERATE!  

 

Mass incarceration IS a labor issue, which is why even the AFL-CIO now has 

made it a priority on its policy agenda. 

 

We can‟t organize and grow our movement if millions of young men and 

women of color are handcuffed, jailed and devalued.  We can‟t expect young 

grassroots activists to respect our organizing or political prowess if we don‟t 

join their fight against the way policing is done in communities of color. 

 

The creative and committed young folks who have elevated “Black Lives 

Matter” from a popular hash tag to an international movement have put the 

bulls-eye squarely on bias policing that puts black folks at risk whenever a 

cop shows up. 
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And let me say this emphatically: We must put more attention on the many 

unarmed black women who have died while in police custody. 

 For every Michael Brown, there is a Natasha McKenna, an inmate who 

was tasered to death in a jail in Virginia. 

 For every Freddy Gray, there is a Rekia Boyd, an unarmed black woman 

killed by a Chicago cop who was later acquitted. 

 

These and many other cases of black women being victimized by deadly 

police force are routinely ignored by the mainstream media. But the pain and 

the injustice and the outrage are no less real, no less unacceptable. 

We must say loud and clear “ALL black lives matter! ALL black lives 

matter!” 

 

That‟s why CBTU backs the “Say Her Name” campaign. We call upon our 

chapters to participate in local actions that raise awareness about the names 

and stories and struggles for justice on behalf of black women and girls who 

have been victimized by police violence. 

 

               *                                *                                        * 

That said, there is an earthquake of outrage and activism rumbling across 

America and other continents. It is centered mostly in communities of color. 

From Ferguson to Baltimore to the shanty towns on the outskirts of Paris, the 

flames of resistance are burning and getting stronger. 

 

People are speaking up, rising up, marching for fundamental change. Mothers 

are dragging their sons away from mischief to save their lives. 
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These uprisings have also brought unnecessary harm. Burning down businesses 

in our own communities won‟t stop police brutality. Assaulting cops, smashing 

windows won‟t stop aggressive stop and frisk tactics. 

 

We have to be more responsible for us and not just complain about what‟s 

being done to us. 

 

Still, deep, deep down in the angry soul of a generation that has seen more and 

more money spent on inmates in prisons than on students in classrooms, there 

is a fading confidence that THIS system will ever work from them. 

 

You see, Black people are like the canaries in coal mines, warning America to 

pay attention to danger ahead. For example: 

 Our wage and wealth gap is growing by the day. Money is tight for most 

working families and their credit cards are stretched further than a 

rubber band on an elephant. 

 Our tax burden is being shifted away from those who already pay too 

little to those of us who already pay too much. 

 

I don‟t know about you, but I‟m sick and tired of Peter robbing Paul to buy a 

new Mercedes or a new Member of Congress. 

 

And speaking of Congress, I want to give a well-deserved shout-out to the 

Members who voted to protect American workers from unfair trade deals 

negotiated in secret.  
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Don‟t get me wrong. I love our President. I admire his patience. I respect his 

desire to have fast-track authority to get his signature trade deal done. But… 

 

Now y‟all know we‟ve all got “cousins” who go a little crazy on us from time to 

time. Well, my “cousin Barack” has blown his cool in pushing a trade deal that 

the entire labor movement opposes, including CBTU.  

 

We cannot keep shipping American jobs to foreign companies, without 

protecting the very workers who built those companies. That‟s why we‟re all in 

to block the TPP, the Trans-Pacific Partnership deal. To win, we need all of 

you to join in. Can we count you? 

             *                                 *                                       * 

We must also step up our involvement in the grassroots movement to turn low-

wage jobs into higher quality jobs for all workers. Consider these sobering 

statistics: 

 More than half of all black workers earn low wages. 

 Nearly 55 percent of all full-time black workers earn low wages. 

 In the retail sector, almost 75 percent of black workers earn low 

wages. 

In many ways, African Americans have become the face of the new low-wage 

workforce. And we know a low-wage job can be a one-way ticket into poverty. 

Meanwhile, on the other side of town, the owners of the big office buildings, 

and the fast food chains – the MacDonald‟s and Burger Kings -- and that evil 

mega-retailer, Wal-Mart, are raking in billions in profits from exploiting their 

low-wage employees. 
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But the winds of change are blowing.  Low-wage earners, under the banner of 

“Fight for 15” and other labor groups, have staged successful strikes and 

coordinated other solidarity actions. They have helped people connect the dots 

between inequality and the growing low-wage economy.   

CBTU will continue to support these brave workers. We must keep the 

pressure on to raise the minimum wage and abolish poverty wages. 

*                                *                                 * 

CBTU is also fighting alongside of our teachers and other school employees to 

protect and improve quality public education. We remain opposed to vouchers 

and taking money from public schools to expand charter schools.  

Too often, the women and men who teach our children are made the scapegoat 

for problems that start outside the classroom or problems created by 

administrators driven by pay bonuses based on student test scores.  

When scores don‟t rise high enough or fast enough, teachers get attacked. 

Their job security is threatened. Contract concessions are demanded. Then 

their passion for teaching gets strangled by excessive paperwork. 

We cannot save our schools without respecting and rewarding our teachers and 

other school employees for their commitment, compassion and courage. 

*                                    *                                     * 

FINALLY, we must correctly grasp this moment, this earthquake of resistance 

spreading across America and around the world. 

For too long, we dropped our guard and didn‟t stand our ground. That‟s how we 

lost pensions, affirmative action, even Congress. 
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I‟m tired of backpedaling and being polite to folks who despise my color and 

my politics. At this CBTU convention, we declare no more stepping back before 

stepping forward. No more looking the other way when our elected “friends” 

betray us – over and over and over. 

Our theme this year is about self-determination. It‟s time to LEAD and stop the 

cheerleading.  

That‟s what the folks in Baltimore meant when they brushed off national 

leaders. “We got this.”  

That‟s what leaders in the “Black Lives Matter” movement mean: “We can 

affirm OURselves.” 

We have to take responsibility for our own freedom. If we want to own our 

future, we must start now owning our communities.  

Own the businesses that can employ our sons or granddaughters. 

Be the social technologists who can help transform our neglected 

neighborhoods into livable, affordable communities for all ages. Be the union 

mentor who keeps a good kid from going bad. 

That‟s when ALL black lives will truly matter. 

Will you join me in… 

 Owning our future 

 Owning our community 

 Owning our movement 

 Making sure that this country, OUR country, lives up to the creed of its 

founding fathers…”We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men 

are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
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inalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of 

Happiness.” 

 

This is our Time…this is our season… 

Remember, weeping may endureth for a night, but joy cometh in the 

morning… 

I can see the sun…coming from the east…Morning time is coming. 

Thank you. 

 

 


